The lambda calculus is not upward confluent, one of counterexamples known thanks to Plotkin. This paper investigates upward confluence in the interaction calculus. Can an interaction system have this property? We positively answer this question and also provide a necessary and sufficient condition for stronger one-step upward confluence which happens to be very restrictive. However, the provided condition is not necessary for upward confluence as we prove that the interaction system of the linear lambda calculus is upward confluent.
Introduction
In the context of rewriting systems, upward confluence also known as upside down CR and upward Church-Rosser is the following property. The λ-calculus has the following counterexample [1, Exercise 3.5.11 (vii)] thanks to Plotkin: λ-terms (λx.b x (b c)) c and (λx.x x) (b c) both β-reduce to (b c) (b c) without any common β-expand; see also [2] where this counterexample and another one are discussed.
It is also useful to distinguish a one-step version of upward confluence.
Definition 2.
A rewriting system R is strongly upward confluent if and only if ∀s 1 , s 2 , s :
Definition 2 demands what can also be called the upward diamond property. Note that the upward diamond property implies upward confluence, but not vice versa.
Irrelevance of indirection
Let us investigate how Definition 1 and Definition 2 apply to the interaction calculus [3] . 
. . ∆ , x occurs in v, and y occurs in t.
. . , u n ) denotes the following multiset of equations: 
, ∆ , and x occurs in t.
In each case, c Propositions 1 and 2 show that upward confluence is determined by the interaction rules and has little to do with indirections. The latter makes sense because indirections in the interaction calculus are rather an artifact of textual representation of interaction nets that is irrelevant in the original graphical representation. As an immediate consequence, interaction systems without any interaction rules always have strong upward confluence. 
Notation. We write c
Proposition 3. An interaction system is upward confluent if
Proof. First, let us demonstrate that (1) Note that + − → is indistinguishable from reduction in interaction nets, thus Proposition 3 shows that strong upward confluence of an interaction system in interaction nets implies upward confluence of the corresponding interaction system in the interaction calculus.
Reversible interaction systems
Now let us find necessary and sufficient conditions for strong upward confluence.
For instance, active pairs γ(t, u) = γ(v, w) and δ(t, u) = δ(w, v) clash in the system of interaction combinators, but ε = ε does not clash with any active pair, even with itself. Proposition 4. If two different active pairs clash in an interaction system, then the interaction system is not strongly upward confluent.
Proof. Let two different active pairs α( t) = β( u) and α ′ ( t ′ ) = β ′ ( u ′ ) clash in a strongly upward confluent interaction system. Then there exist the following configurations:
Since c 
Proposition 5. If an interaction system is strongly upward confluent, then each of its interaction rules is connected.
Proof. Let α[ v] ⊲⊳ β[ w]
be disconnected in a strongly upward confluent interaction system. Take fresh names x and y and split α( x) ÷ β( y) into two non-empty multisets Γ and ∆ such that no name occurs in both of them. Denote the names from x and y that occur in Γ as x ′ and the names from x and y that occur in ∆ as y ′ . Now choose Propositions 4 and 5 together motivate the following definition that combines both found necessary conditions for strong upward confluence of an interaction system. Definition 5. An interaction system is reversible if and only if no two different active pairs clash and each rule is connected; otherwise the interaction system is irreversible.
In interaction nets, a reversible interaction system is such that two active pairs never reduce to overlapping nets and any net can be the result of at most one active pair.
Proposition 6. Any reversible interaction system is strongly upward confluent. 
. Now the following cases are exhaustive:
Propositions 4, 5, and 6 together show that reversibility in the sense of Definition 5 is a necessary and sufficient condition for strong upward confluence of an interaction system.
Towards the reversible combinators
Let us have a closer look at the properties of reversible interaction systems. Proof. Assume that a reversible interaction system has the following two rules:
where m + n = m ′ + n ′ ≥ 1. Then we have a clash between two different active pairs:
The latter contradicts reversibility of the interaction system.
is reversible if and only if the rule is connected and no two different active pairs α( t) = β( u) and α( t ′ ) = β( u ′ ) clash.
Proposition 8. An interaction system is reversible if and only if all its rules are reversible and no two different rules in the interaction system have the same positive arity.
Proof. (⇒) follows from Definition 5, Definition 7, and Proposition 7. Conversely, (⇐) is due to Definition 5, Definition 7, and the fact that any clash requires the same arity.
One may wonder if there exists a reversible equivalent of interaction combinators [4] . In other words, is there a reversible interaction system into which any other reversible interaction system can be translated in the sense of [4] ? Assuming that such a system exists, we will refer to it as the reversible combinators.
Definition 8. An interaction system is trivial if and only if ∀α ∈ Σ : ar(α) = 0.
It is easy to see that the system of reversible combinators cannot be trivial. Similarly to the system of interaction combinators, one may look for a complete interaction system that has an interaction rule for each pair (α, β) ∈ Σ 2 with a finite signature Σ.
Proposition 9. If an interaction system is reversible, complete, and non-trivial, then ∀α, β ∈ Σ : ar(α) = ar(β) ⇒ α = β.
Proof. As the interaction system is non-trivial, we have ar(α) = 0 for some α ∈ Σ. Assume β 1 = β 2 and ar(β 1 ) = ar(β 2 ) = n. If n = 0, then β 1 = α = β 2 and the rules for (α, β 1 ) and (α, β 2 ) have the same positive arity. Otherwise, n > 0 and the rules for (β 1 , β 2 ) and (β 1 , β 1 ) have the same positive arity. Both contradict Proposition 7.
Upward confluence without reversibility
Although only a reversible interaction system can be strongly upward confluent, there still exist irreversible systems that are upward confluent. In particular, consider the interaction system of the linear λ-calculus whose only rule is @[x, y] ⊲⊳ λ[x, y]. Not only the interaction rule is disconnected, but we also have a clash:
Proposition 10. The interaction system of the linear λ-calculus is upward confluent.
Proof. Identical to Proposition 6 except when Γ 1 @( t ′ ) ÷ λ( u ′ ) and Γ 2 @( t) ÷ λ( u). Let α 1 , α 2 , β 1 , β 2 ∈ {@, λ}, α 1 = β 1 , and α 2 = β 2 . Now we have the following two cases: Figure 2 . Similarly for the other possible c 1 and c 2 .
2. Γ 1 = Γ 2 = ∅. Then for some t i and u i we have 
Conclusion
The current paper has touched upon the aspect of upward confluence in the context of interaction nets. In Section 3, we introduced the notion of a reversible interaction system and showed that reversibility is a necessary and sufficient condition for strong upward confluence. Still, upward confluence is proved to be possible without reversibility using the linear λ-calculus as a rather curious example in Section 5. We believe that reversible interaction systems are worth further study not only because of their strong upward confluence but also with respect to reversible computation in a local sense that disregards the order in which independent computations take place.
One possible way to further study reversible systems is to find at least one universal reversible interaction system. As discussed in Section 4, such a system should be complete and have a finite signature with unique arities for all its agent types.
